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the mormon battalion and
the gadsden purchase

the battalions pioneering trek through uncharted territory
left its mark on the US mexican border and blazed a trail
the
future southern pacific railroad
thefuture
for rhe
richard

0 cowan

when looking at a map of the southern boundaries of arizona
and new mexico one might wonder about the reasons for the
curious jogs and angles actually as is often the case a knowledge
of history can provide significant perspective the boundary in
1855 gadsden purchase by which the
question was a result of the 1853
united states bought nearly thirty thousand square miles of land
from mexico for 10 million american history textbooks commonly explain that this purchase was necessary to secure the route
of a proposed southern transcontinental railroad this is also the
area through which the mormon battalion had marched only seven
years earlier mapping a potential wagon road as they went one
scholar who painstakingly traced the battalions precise route
cormons
Mor mons map and its link to the gadsden purchase
described the mormons
as one of the significant achievements of the battalion I still the
best known histories do not acknowledge any connection between the battalions map and the gadsden purchase nevertheless the march of the mormon battalion is directly related to the
irregular shape of the US southern boundaries
mormons
As hostilities broke out with mexico five hundred cormons
ailen during july of 1846 they were
allen
were recruited by captain james alien
kearny
to join the army of the west headed by colonel stephen W keamy
whose rank had been raised to brevet brigadier general when his
march to the pacific commenced
1
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general Kear
nys march
kearnys
kearnes
leaving fort leavenworth with his main force on june 27
just over one month ahead of the mormon battalion keamy
kearny headed
west along the santa fe trail and occupied santa fe the new mexican capital on august 18 without bloodshed
after setting up a military government kearny departed from
santa fe on september 25 superiors in washington suggested that
kearny follow the old spanish trail from santa fe through present
day colorado utah and nevada to southern california however
such a trek would have involved a difficult crossing at green river
numme
a sandy ninety mlle
mile desert and possible snow in the higher eleva112
2
tions during the late season 312
kearny opted for a more southerly
route As he headed south along the rio grande he was following
the well traveled camino real which for two centuries had connected santa fe with chihuahua city in contrast to this well
known north south route the region to the west was essentially
terra incognita
though the spaniards the indians and the mountain men had traversed the country between the rio grande and the pacific an accurate knowledge of the whole area did not exist there were no
dependable maps and it was difficult even to visualize a line of communi cation through the southwest to the pacific 3
munication

people believed however that following the rio grande and gila
rivers would provide a route with adequate water most of the way
to california
when kearny left santa fe he took with him a force of three
hundred dragoons heavily armed cavalry baggage wagons and
howit zers his army also included a party of topographical
two howitzers
engineers under lieutenant william H emory whose extensive
descriptions of the country together with his careful observations
of latitude longitude and elevations were badly needed sources of
information on october 6 only two weeks after kearny had left
santa fe he met kit carson who had been dispatched from california to carry the news that the war in that area was over realizing that his first priority should be reaching california as quickly as
possible to secure the peace the general cut his force to just one
emerys forty men ordering the remainder
hundred dragoons plus emorys
back to santa fe
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1997
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after only three more days of travel down the rio grande the
road became more difficult the wagons bogged down in sandy
stretches carson estimated that at their present rate at least four
months would be required to reach the west coast kearny therefore decided to abandon the wagons and remained in camp four
days until pack saddles could be obtained from santa fe the army
then continued a few miles further south along the rio grande
before turning west toward the gila while traversing the mountains the troops examined the rich copper mines at santa rita
which would become a point of contention during the peace negotiations following the war

mormon battalion arrival at santa fe

the mormon battalion was outfitted at fort leavenworth

and
followed kearny
keamy sadly soon after leaving the fort alien
ailen died and the
allen
battalion was placed under the leadership of an officer for whom
they had much less respect when keamy
kearny heard of aliens
allens death
he bestowed the rank of lieutenant colonel on philip st george
cooke who was still at santa fe and appointed him to assume
command of the mormon battalion upon their arrival 4 cookes
orders were to open a wagon road by the gila route to the pacific
the task that kearny had originally planned to accomplish himself 5
the first contingent of the battalion arrived in santa fe on
kearny had departed colonel alexanoctober 9 two weeks after keamy
der W doniphan who had befriended the saints at a critical juncture during their persecutions in missouri eight years earlier had
been left in charge at santa fe As the battalion marched into the
central plaza doniphan ordered his men to give them a one
hundred gun salute from the rooftops of surrounding old adobe
buildings just ten days later the battalion continued its march
south and west 6
cormons
choosing a route the original plan was for the mormons
nys route as closely as possible as they blazed the
to follow Kear
kearnys
kearnes
way for a wagon road however kearny with his streamlined force
and without wagons found the going in the mountains quite difficult even after his troops arrived at the relatively easier terrain
along the upper reaches of the gila river on october 20 the rattling
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol37/iss4/3
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sound of spurs and mule shoes in the deep dark ravines the looming black peaks and the ever present thorny cactus all combined
nys
kearnys
to make the soldiers feel as though they were as one of Kear
kearnes
men wrote treading on the verge of the regions below 7 thus
when kearny dispatched his scout antoine leroux to guide the mor
mons his directions were to continue further south along the rio
grande in order to skirt the mountains
the battalion was about twenty miles south of socorro when
leroux met them on november 2 cooke found his report to
be very discouraging at least a ninety day march would be reumles
mules
n
distant
quired to reach the pacific some twelve hundred miles
according to leroux the battalion would have to continue seventy
or eighty miles further down the rio grande before turning west
they would then need to cross four hundred miles before reaching the gila a distance largely unexplored and unknown by any
of the guides 1 8I
four days later the battalion passed the place where kearny
had abandoned his wagons and after three more days the spot
where his army had turned west from the rio grande the battalion then continued further south four more days before also leaving the river on november 13
As they skirted the south end of the mountains their route
took them in a generally westward direction for about a week the
battalion spent november 20 at ojo de vaca or cow spring a well
known watering hole on the north south road connecting the
ofjanos
janos
santa rita copper mines with the mexican frontier town of
colonel cooke recorded that he spent an anxious day in camp
pondering his course 9 cooke knew that general kearny wished
me to come the gila route that a wagon road might be established
by it 0 10 at this point the gila lay west and a little north of the batlocation but cookes guides favored heading southwest to
ta
talions
comer of
the san bernardino valley in the extreme southeastern corner
present day arizona and then to the headwaters of the san pedro
a tributary of the gila eleven days earlier cooke had referred
with some misgivings to the prospect of taking the san pedro
route by patience and perseverance and energy to accomplish
in a very few days 1I commence a route of
the undertaking
above three hundred miles to the san pedro river of which the
O
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guides know little or nothing I11I the guides reported that the only
water they could find ahead lay in this southwesterly direction
cooke decided to take the southerly san pedro route rather
than follow kearny
keamy along the gila river A group of mexican traders
that happened to come by cow spring on november 20 gave a
little more information on the country through which the soldiers
would need to pass in some places they would need to go as far
as thirty miles or two days without water 12 to the north on the
well
weli
weil
other hand was the more difficult mountainous topography as wen
as the stronghold of the often hostile apache the colonel was apprehensive as he headed out the guides information he wrote
is very obscure if not contradictory they can convey no ideas of
distance but it would seem that my greatest risk is not to find
enough of water 13 cookes decision to swing further to the south
would have a direct impact on the future territorial limits of the
1

1

1

united states

pioneering a road the battalion continued through the
desolate country of what is now southwestern new mexico on
november 25 they crossed the continental divide which at that
point is formed by the animas mountains three days later the battalion came to the edge of a massive precipice separating the level
animas tableland from the rough and confused mass of rocks and
arroyos of the guadalupe mountains 14 the men spent the next
two days constructing a road and lowering the wagons down the
incline cooke wrote that the descent was steeper than 1I have ever
known wagons to make ropes of course were used one wagon
15
115
was very near turning over the hind part over the fore part 315
the
scouts subsequently discovered that the true guadalupe pass they
had been seeking was only a mile south of where they made this
precipitous descent cooke therefore prepared careful instructions to help future groups avoid making the same mistake
for the next week the battalion continued pioneering their
road through the rocky sandy cactus covered terrain of the san
Be
bernardino
mardino arizona valley finally reaching the san pedro river on
december 9 their going became a little easier their main challenge
was an encounter with wild bulls two days later near present day
benson colonel cooke had to make another choice he could follow the san pedro river to its junction with the gila but this route
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol37/iss4/3
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would take him through the gila canyon where his men would be
forced to cross the river several times the other choice was to
strike out on a more westerly shorter route even though this path
risked a confrontation with mexican forces at tucson and would
take the troops through seventy miles of the most desolate country
so far the colonel opted for the shortcut
mormons were relieved to arrive at tucson peacefully on
the cormons
december 16 at the tucson presidio members of the battalion
posted an american flag the first time the stars and stripes were
raised over a town in what would become arizona five days later
the battalion finally reached the gila river in the vicinity of the pima
nys route the genindian villages at this point they rejoined Kear
kearnys
kearnes
eral having passed this area just over a month earlier
on january 10 1847 the battalion crossed the colorado river
into california and two and a half weeks later had their eagerly
anticipated first view of the pacific they had fulfilled their commission to open a wagon road from the rio grande successfully
pioneering a route through the relatively unknown country between the rugged mountains and hostile indians to the north and
the fortified mexican frontier to the south standing in front of the
old spanish mission in san diego philip st george cooke commended the battalion in these words

the lieutenant colonel

commanding congratulates the battalion on their safe arrival on the shore of the pacific ocean and the
conclusion of their march of over two thousand miles
history may be searched in vain for an equal march of infantry
half of it has been through a wilderness where nothing but savages
and wild beasts are found or deserts where for want of water there is
no living creature there with almost hopeless labor we have dug
deep wells which the future traveler will enjoy without a guide who
had traversed them we have ventured into trackless table lands where
water was not found for several marches with crowbar and pick and
axe in hand we have worked our way over mountains which seemed
to defy aught save the wild goat and hewed a passage through a
chasm of living rock more narrow than our wagons
thus marching half naked and half fed and living upon wild animals we have discovered and made a road of great value to our country 16

ofguadalupe
guadalupe hidalgo
the 1848 treaty of
in the postwar boundary negotiations with mexico the americans got almost everything they wanted on the west coast the
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1997
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united states claimed san diego which had traditionally been
regarded as the southern end of alta upper california the international border would begin just one league about three miles
below the bay with its excellent harbor from the gulf coast the
boundary followed the rio grande which the texans had always
insisted was their true southern frontier

the

central portion of the boundary was influenced by the
mounting interest in a transcontinental railroad the pending acquisition of territory from mexico and the recent agreement with great
britain defining the northern boundary of oregon combined to
focus attention on the need for improved lines of communication
to the pacific several potential rail routes were actively considered
interest in the southernmost rail route was stimulated by a
map drawn by major william H emory who had marched with
nys forces he provided the first accurately drawn map of the
Kear
kearnys
kearnes
gila river region it corrected the errors in alexander von hum
Fr emonts widely circulated 1845
fr6monts
fremonte
boldts atlas and modified john fremonts
map in compiling his map emory was in most cases careful not
to include anything that he or his subordinates did not actually
observe so that his map was with some exceptions a trustworthy
view 17 the report of his scientific reconnaissance first raised the
question of a railroad along the 32nd parallel in official circles
during the summer of 1847 his glowing reports of the gila river
folks cabinet this
route excited members of president james K polks
interest prompted secretary of state james buchanan to instruct
US negotiator nicholas P trist that provision for such a railroad
route be included in the peace treaty 18 the mexicans agreed inasmuch as their missionary work with the natives had generally been
confined to the area south of the gila this river was the traditional
northern boundary of the mexican state of sonora earlier known
as estado occidente
Occi dente 19 the treaty of guadalupe hidalgo was
signed february 2 1848
A great controversy arose because of imprecision contained
in the treaty concerning the precise location of the boundary
between the gila river and the rio grande article V in the treaty
stipulated that the boundary would run along the main channel of
the rio grande to the southern boundary of new mexico which
was north of the town called paso then to the western boundary
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol37/iss4/3
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of new mexico and north along that line to the first tributary of the
gua
gila 2010 these boundaries were marked on a map of mexico that had
glia
eU at new york in 1847 his map
been published by J disturnell
Disturn
showed the southern boundary passing eight miles north of el paso
the disturnell map however was not accurate el paso was
shown at the latitude of 32 15 N which was about thirty four
miles north of its true location at 331145
45 therefore it was unclear
whether the new mexico line should be placed eight miles north
31 52 or thirty
of the actual location of el paso which would be 3152
four miles further north at the latitude of 3222
32 22 both of these
could be justified by Disturn
disturnelts
disturnells
ells
eils map between these two latitudes
elis
was the agricultural mesilla valley the present day las cruces
area which had always been considered part of chihuahua rather
than new mexico 21
Disturn
disturnells
ells map showed the new mexico line continuing
three degrees of longitude west from the rio grande but this river
was placed two degrees too far to the east therefore new mex
acos
icos western boundary could be put either at about 108 west longitude as shown on Disturn
disturnells
ells map or at about 110 three degrees
west of the rio grandes true location between these two meridians lay the rich santa rita copper mines
the treaty specified that each country should appoint a
boundary commissioner and an official surveyor within a year
they were to meet in order to run and mark the said boundary
the line they would agree on shall be deemed a part of this
21
treaty
treaty2222
thus these appointees would have the power to resolve
the problem of new medicos
Mexi
cos proper limits and hence the new
mexicos
international boundary

the bartlett conde compromise
however the US boundary commissioner john R bartlett
and his mexican counterpart general pedro garcia conde did not
meet until december 3 1850 and then they could not agree on
fine be drawn just
treatys
the tre
atys meaning bartlett demanded that the line
treatis
eight miles north of el paso and then proceed three degrees of longitude west before turning north as shown on Disturn
disturnells
ells map
the US would thus gain both the mesilla valley and the santa rita
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1997
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mines conde on the other hand insisted that the coordinates on
Mexi cos southern border at
the map be followed placing new mexicos
medicos
32 22 and having it run only one degree of longitude west from
the rio grande in this way mexico could retain both prizes
finally both commissioners agreed on a compromise the more
northern line was accepted but it would continue the full three
degrees west from the river thus the united states would get the
copper mines but mexico could keep the mesilla valley
despite this agreement the controversy still was not resolved
article V stipulated that the commissioner and surveyor had equal
authority and needed to agree on all decisions but because of illness lieutenant A B gray of texas the united states designated
surveyor did not reach el paso until july 1851
1851 he utterly refused to
accept the compromise believing that bartlett had allowed the US
to be swindled gray was interested in a southern railroad route to
the pacific through his state and he had actually served as the engineer for eastern companies promoting such a line he worried that
the surrender of the mesilla valley to mexico would result in the
loss of the only practicable railroad route to the pacific through
american territory in his official survey report he declared that
the mesilla valley from the standpoint of territory was of little
value but that this disputed region embraced the most accommodating gateway over the rocky mountains and the most feasible
23
railroad route from the rio grande to california 1123
tre
atys origiin the midst of this debate nicholas PR trist the treatys
treatis
nal negotiator spoke out in a letter to a new york newspaper he
declared that finding the correct boundary simply consists in
going upon the right bank of the rio grande and there finding the
32 22 he expoint of beginning a spot whose latitude is 3222
negotia
plained that rather than specifying a certain latitude the negolia
tors simply marked on Disturn
disturnelts
disturnells
eils map where they had agreed
elis
ells
the boundary should run then recognizing the maps errors
they inserted the words north of the town called paso to demonstrate the good faith of the united states that mexico should
21
retain this key outpost 24
krists
trists explanations though also confusing might have supported the appropriateness of Bart
bartletta
bartletts
letts compromise but because
the US commissioner and surveyor could not agree this settlement
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol37/iss4/3
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never became official the dispute was finally resolved through
the gadsden purchase of 1853

the 1853 gadsden treaty
the years following the mexican war witnessed

an increase in
railroad fervor rail mileage in the united states mushroomed from
8800 miles in 1850 to 21300 miles just four years later 2521 this
link with the pacific
increased activity intensified interest in a rail fink
various cities on the great lakes and along the mississippi river
vied for the honor of becoming the midwestern jumping off point
each section of the country wanted the anticipated economic advantage the transcontinental railroad and trade with the far east
would bring because it was generally assumed that the economy
could support only one road their rivalry became intense 26
jefferson davis of mississippi was an ardent supporter of the
southern route As local and national politicians heatedly argued
the merits of their favored routes davis who served as secretary

of war during the franklin pierce administration advocated a
series of surveys to scientifically compare the advantages of the
respective proposals he anticipated that an impartial investigation
would demonstrate the superiority of the 32nd parallel route on
march 2 1853 congress authorized the surveys and directed the
secretary of war to report the results of these explorations within
ten months 27
As the southern route received closer scrutiny even its proponents recognized some difficulties A W whipple one of the
governments early surveyors west of the rio grande insisted that
a railroad could not be built entirely along the route emory had
mapped through the new mexico mountains and along the gila
river the route would need to dip south into sonora in order to
get around the mountains 28 even major emory one of the routes
earliest advocates agreed because of the broken and rocky
nature of the country along the upper gila he realized the only
practical route must follow the san pedro valley east to the
guadalupe pass in order to reach the tablelands west of the rio
grande this was precisely the road opened and mapped by
colonel cooke and the mormon battalion the fact that wagons
had made the journey emory argued did much to confirm the
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1997
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opinions of those who deemed it suitable for a transcontinental
19
road 29
he also emphasized that this preferred route lay far south
of both the bartlett conde compromise and the line favored by
gray hence an additional slice of mexican land was needed 113030
therefore during the summer of 1853 a few months after
franklin pierce was inaugurated and probably with the influence
ofjefferson davis james gadsden was named as the US envoy to
mexico he was president of the south carolina railroad and had
long been interested in a southern transcontinental line As early as
1845 he had proposed building a railroad across texas and along
the gila river 31 gadsden was now instructed to purchase as much
of northern mexico as he could santa anna president of mexico
later reported that gadsden told him that if mexico negotiated it
would receive a good indemnity if mexico would not negotiate
then imperious necessity would compel the united states to
131
32
331
occupy it one way or another 132
although santa annas government was bankrupt he refused to consider selling any more territory than the small amount specifically needed for the rail route
gadsden was instructed that if he could not get more he should
hold out for a boundary just above the latitude of el paso giving
the US a seaport on the gulf of california 33
line mexico invarious factors dictated the final boundary fine
sisted that it should have a land connection to baja california
because of powerful tidal currents in the lower colorado the
southernmost point where a bridge could be built was twenty
miles below the mouth of the gila river at yuma the single most
significant consideration was the united states demand that it
control at least the land through which philip st george cooke
and the mormon battalion had pioneered their wagon road
cooke recalled that he had made a map and sketch of his
474 mile route from the rio grande to the gila having no instruments other than a compass nevertheless he reported with obvious satisfaction that my rude map
chanced to get into captain
emorys
emerys hands the captain verified its accuracy and incorporated
it with the official map made by his group of topographical
engineers during their march with general kearny hence cooke
observed the pierce administration had access to his map which
gave them the key to exactly what they were seeking a practical
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol37/iss4/3
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southern rail route that would avoid both the rocky mountains and
sierra nevada with their snows and would meet no obstacle 34
the gadsden treaty signed december 30 1853 transferred
nearly thirty thousand square miles to the united states the irregular frontier reflected the concerns of the negotiators
negotiatory new mex
acos
icos southern boundary east of the rio grande had already been
1850 proceeding west
set at 32 N as part of the compromise of 1850.
from the rio grande the border was placed at the latitude of 311 47
allowing a rail route to extend almost directly west from the american side of el paso and at the same time barely leaving the mexican side of the community across the river in mexican territory
314
134
114

the boundary continued west one hundred miles and then abruptly
dropped south to 3120
31 20 just at the right point to include the
area where the mormon battalion had headed south in order to get
through the mountains hence this conspicuous jog was deliberately drawn in the hope of securing the entirety of cookes wagon
fine continued west at that latiroad for the united states 35 the line
tude far enough to include the battalions route from guadalupe
pass to where it turned north along the san pedro river to reach
1I 1I th west meridian the boundary began angling
the gila at the 1Iilith
northwest to a point on the colorado river twenty miles below
the mouth of the gila this jog gave mexico its land bridge to baja
california but denied the united states its hoped for seaport on the
gulf of california thus the gadsden purchase brought into US
jurisdiction virtually the entire route of the mormon battalion
believed at that time to be the only practical alignment for the
southern transcontinental railroad

subsequent developments
although there had been keen interest in and several explorations of the southern route before negotiations for the gadsden
purchase were completed specific data on potential railroad
grades and resources along the way were still lacking consequently
quently on december 20 1853 just ten days before the gadsden
treaty was signed lieutenant john G parke of the topographical
corps received orders to make a more thorough survey of the
route between the gila river and the rio grande he completed
this assignment during the early months of 1854 paying particular
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nugentq
Nu gents cutoff through the
attention to the recently discovered nugents
mountains east of tucson he reported that there were no obstacles such as excessively steep grades or high passes the only
problem would be scarcity of timber and water so he recommended experimenting with artesian wells 36 the trail he surveyed
soon became part of the southern overland route to california
used by thousands of travelers beginning in 1858 the famed
butterfield stages followed the battalions route from santa fe to
southern california except for a short distance east of tucson
nugentq
Nu
where they took advantage of nugents
gents cutoff 37
A quarter of a century would pass before the southern pacific
railroad SP would push its sunset route through the gadsden
purchase area from yuma to el paso curiously the rails were laid by
california business interests rather than by the promoters in the old
south who were the original proponents of the southern route the
SP followed the mormon battalion route from yuma through tucson
to benson but then took a more northerly cutoff as had nugent
through the mountains into new mexico A second railroad however the el paso and southwestern which was built just after the
turn of the century followed the battalions more southerly route
quite closely through benson douglas and hachita
the area acquired in the gadsden purchase was occupied
slowly and only sparsely at least fourteen members of the mormon
battalion eventually returned to live in the country that they had
31 tucson
first seen during their historic march 38
passed peacefully
by the mormon battalion in 1846 and reached by the SP tracks in
1880 became the largest city in the territory on december 14
1996 following an eight year campaign in which a local group
raised 200000 a monument to the battalion was erected in tuc
sons el presidio park the monument designed by clyde ross
morgan
is a 2 ton 19 foot tall bronze statue of battalion members christopher layton and jefferson hunt raising the US flag and
engaging in peaceful trade with teodoro ramirez a prominent tucson merchant 39 gordon B hinckley president of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints dedicated the monument in honor
of the battalions terrible suffering on pitiful rations their lack of
water their exposure to the heat and the cold of these desert areas
and their backbreaking labors in cutting a road through the
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol37/iss4/3
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mormon battalion monument in tucson arizona designed by
clyde ross morgan the monument commemorates the peaceful arrival
of the battalion in tucson on december 16 1846 photographed by
kendal brown

the

41 even
though the mormon battalion did not have to
mountains4040
mountains
fight fulfilling a promise brigham young had made to the recruits it nevertheless influenced the shape of the southwestern
southwestem
boundary of the united states

richard 0 cowan is professor of church history and doctrine at brigham young
university
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